
 

 
 

 
 
 
Press release 

 

Meptagon acquires SEMPA SYSTEMS GmbH 
Dresden, October 13, 2021– The Board of Directors of SEMPA announces that Meptagon Ireland which 
is owned by the global Meptagon Group, has acquired the ownership of SEMPA from Kurt Pietsch as 
of November 1, 2021. 

 
An alliance of established companies 

 
SEMPA was founded in 2001 by Kurt Pietsch to provide leading gas and chemical supply systems 
specifically tailored to the requirements of the electronics industry. Highest product quality, 
reliable delivery and flexible customizing to meet specific customer requests – over the years 
SEMPA gained a reputation as a preferred supplier and leading project partner in Germany and 
abroad. 
 
Since its foundation, SEMPA has grown continuously under its own steam. The merger with the 
Meptagon Group now opens up a further stage of growth and internationalization that even 
better meets the requirements of global markets. 
 
The Meptagon Group is an internationally active, multidisciplinary engineering and construction 
company that has been successful in the market since 1960. The company's clients come from 
the semiconductor, pharmaceutical, energy and more sectors. The company has a presence in 
Ireland, Central Europe, Israel and India. 
 
Growth potential for SEMPA 

 
The merger of Meptagon and SEMPA creates synergies. The combination of high-end process 
equipment, state-of-the-art design and integration capabilities, and multidisciplinary 
construction services in various industries offers new development potential and thus the 
opportunity for greater product diversification. 
 
This step is a great opportunity for SEMPA: We look forward to further developing our solutions in 
the future, to support our customers to be the decisive step ahead and to be prepared for new 
market requirements.  “I am overwhelmed to hand over SEMPA SYSTEMS to the Meptagon Group 
being convinced in the strategy and successful future” stated Kurt Pietsch. 
 
The new Managing Director Rainer Erdmann (official start on November 1, 2021) and the current 
Co-Managing Director Dr. Jörg Koch, who will keep his position in Business Development and 
become a shareholder, will be at your disposal as contact persons.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

Press contact: 
Jana Wich-Glasen 
wglasen@sempa.de 
+49 351 88810-12 
 
SEMPA SYSTEMS GmbH 
Grenzstraße 13 
01109 Dresden 
Germany 
www.sempa.de 
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